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Mosques*

The continuous history of  the mosque begins with the Masjid Quwwat 
al-Isl�m in Delhi, founded immediately after the Muslim conquest in 
587/1191. There are however records of  mosques founded earlier, e.g. 
under the �Abb�sid Caliphate in Sindh, by small communities of  Muslim 
traders, especially in Gujarat and the Malabar coast, and by individual 
��f� p�rs who gathered a community around them. The remains of  
these are mostly too exiguous to be of  value in a general statement. 
Recent explorations by M. Shokoohy have revealed a few structures, 
of  a century or two before the conquest, at Bhadreshwar in Gujarat. 
These, in common with the � rst structures of  any fresh conquest of  
expansion, are constructed from the remains of  Hindu buildings; in 
the case of  mosques built after a conquest there has been a deliberate 
pillaging of  Hindu or Jain temples, as an assertion of  superiority as 
well as for the expediency of  making use of  material already quarried 
and of  local impressed labour before the arrival of  Muslim artisans. (It 
should be pointed out that the practice of  pillaging the buildings of  the 
conquered is known in India in the case of  rival Hindu kings also.)

Where a mosque is actually constructed on the plinth of  a destroyed 
Hindu building (e.g. Masjid Quwwat al-Isl�m at Delhi; Atal� Masjid 
at Jaunpur) the qibla will probably not be accurately located and the 
original cardinal west made to serve the purpose; but in general an effort 
is made to observe the correct qibla, which varies between 20° north of  
west in the south of  India to 25° south of  west in the extreme north, 
with a conventional west used only rarely in original buildings.

Mosques which might be described as “public”—i.e., not only the 
masjid-i j�mi� of  a particular locality (and of  course in a conurbation 
there may be a separate j�mi� for each original ma�alla) but also the 
individually-founded or endowed mosques within a town—are enclosed 
on all sides. This has not been required of  mosques within a sar�� � or 
a darg�h, or when the mosque is an adjunct of  a tomb, and there are 
countless instances of  small private mosques where there seems never to 
have any enclosure. The enclosure for the public mosque is particularly 
necessary for Islam in partibus in� delium, and those courtyards which are 

* “Masjid, ii. In Muslim India, A. Typology,” EI, VI. 688–90.
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44 forms and typologies

not enclosed are protected from the in� del gaze in some other way, e.g. 
by the �a�n standing on a high plinth (examples: the J�mi� Masjid at 
Sh�hjah�n�b�d, Delhi, and the Atal� Masjid at Jaunpur, where in both 
the courtyard is limited only by an open arcade or colonnade). The 
principal entrance is usually on the east, although any gate may be on 
occasion speci� ed as a royal entrance; it is rare, though not unknown, 
for any entrance to be made in the western wall, and where this has 
happened it is not designed for access by the general public. The internal 
position of  the principal mi�r�b, sometimes of  subsidiary mi�r�bs also, 
is indicated on the outside of  the west wall by one or more buttresses; 
a feature of  mosques in India is the way the exterior elevation of  the 
west wall is brought to life by decorative expedients.

The interior of  the mosque admits of  little variation outside two 
well-de� ned types. In one the western end (known in India as l�w�n) 
is a simple arrangement of  columns supporting a roof, usually of  at 
least three bays in depth but possibly of  many more; the roof  may be 
supported by beam-and-bracket or by the arch; the former arrange-
ment being by no means con� ned to compilations of  pillaged Hindu or 
Jain material. The l�w�n openings may be connected directly with the 
arcades or colonnades of  other sides of  the �a�n. Where Hindu mater-
ial has been used it is usually necessary to superimpose one column 
upon another in order to gain suf� cient height, for not infrequently a 
mezzanine gallery may be incorporated in the structure, in the l�w�n 

or in the side riw�qs. These are frequently referred to as “ women’s 
galleries”, but this is surely impossible unless they are placed to the 
rear of  the structure so that women may not make their prayers in 
front of  men; gallery structures in the l�w�n are more likely to be either 
reserved for royal (male) use or to be chillas for the use of  a local p�r. 
In the other type, the l�w�n is physically separated from the �a�n by a 
screen of  arches (maq��ra), which may conceal a columnar structure 
to the west, as in the Masjid Quwwat al-Isl�m where the maq��ra is a 
later addition to the original structure, or in the mosques of  Gujarat 
where the arch is not used with as much freedom as in other styles. 
More commonly, however, the arches of  the maq��ra are part of  a 
vaulting system whereby the l�w�n is composed into one or more halls; 
there is always an odd number of  maq��ra arches, and it is common 
for the bay which stands in front of  the principal mi�r�b to be singled 
out for special treatment, either by being made taller than the rest, 
or by being specially decorated (the latter treatment common in the 
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mosques of  Bijapur). (This is not invariably the central bay, as mosques 
are not necessarily symmetrical about the principal mi�r�b axis; cf. the 
“Stonecutters’ mosque” in Fatehpur Sikri, where a chilla occupies two 
additional bays at the north end of  the l�w�n, or the Arh��� Kang�ra 
Masjid at Banaras (Varanasi), where the side riw�qs of  the l�w�n are of  
unequal length.) In one mosque at Bijapur (Makk� Masjid), the l�w�n 

stands within and unattached to the surrounding courtyard. A staircase 
is commonly provided to give access to the l�w�n roof, either separately 
or incorporated within the walls or the base of  a minaret, as this is a 
favourite place from which to call the �dh�n; a staircase may be pro-
vided within a gateway for the same purpose. The l�w�n roof  may be 
surmounted by one or more domes.

Inside the l�w�n, the principal mi�r�b stands within the west wall 
opposite the main opening; if  there are other mi�r�bs, the central one is 
always the most sumptuously decorated and may be set deeper within 
the west wall than the other. The minbar is usually a permanent stone 
structure, with an odd number of  steps, only occasionally made an 
object of  decoration (splendid examples in the older Bengal mosques 
and in the Malwa Sultanate). A simple minbar is often provided when 
not liturgically necessary, as in the mosque attached to a tomb. There 
is an exceptional case at Bijapur, at the mosque building for the ceno-
taph of  Af�al Kh�n: the mosque is two-storeyed, the two halls being 
exactly similar except that a minbar is provided only in the lower one. 
(In another � rst-� oor mosque at Bijapur, the And� Masjid, there is no 
minbar; the ground � oor is apparently a well-guarded sar�� �, and the 
suggestion has been made that the whole structure was intended for 
zan�na use.) The � oor of  the l�w�n is often marked out into mu�all�s of  
mi�r�b� shape for each individual worshipper. Lamps may be suspended 
from the l�w�n ceiling. The l�w�n façade is open to the �a�n; i.e. there is 
never any portion closed off  like the zimist�n of  Persian mosques.

The �a�n is usually an open courtyard, containing a �auz for the wuz��; 
this is usually placed centrally, except that in some Sh��� mosques the 
�auz may be placed to one side of  the central axis. There are rare cases 
where the �a�n is completely or partially covered (e.g. the J�mi� Masjid 
at Gulbarga is completely covered; in two mosques of  the Tughluq 
period at Delhi, Khirk� Masjid and Sanjar (K�l�) Masjid, additional 
riw�qs leave only four small open courtyards in the middle of  the �a�n). 
In such cases provision must be made for the wuz�� outside the �a�n; 
some major mosques may also make provision, outside the �a�n, for the 
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46 forms and typologies

ghu�l. In some Gujarat mosques there is a water reservoir under the � oor 
of  the �a�n, sometimes with chambers wherein to take refuge from the 
heat of  the sun, with some sort of  kiosk standing in the �a�n from which 
water may be drawn; the idea is imitated on a small scale in the � oor 
of  the J�mi� Masjid in Fatehpur Sikri. In one complex (R�j	n k� b�� �n) 
south of  the Masjid Quwwat al-Isl�m the mosque and an associated 
tomb seem subordinate to an enormous step-well (b��ol� ).

One or more bays of  the side or end riw�qs may be closed off  for a 
special purpose, e.g. to make a room for relics, or to serve as a room for 
the q�	� or mutawall�; in Sh��� mosques, sometimes to house the �alams, 

etc., but these are usually accommodated in the im�mb�r� or ��sh�r-kh�na 
where there is one. The use of  part of  the mosque as a madrasa is 
commonplace, and many instances could be cited at the present day 
where there is no special provision for such a purpose; but there are 
instances of  a special building forming an integral appendage of  the 
mosque designated as a madrasa; e.g. Masjid Khayr al-Man�zil, near the 
Pur�n� Qil�a in Delhi, where the northern riw�q, of  two storeys, forms 
the madrasa of  the foundation.

The �a�n may be used also for graves, from the simplest tombstone 
to elaborate mausoleums; e.g. the J�mi� Masjid of  Fatehpur Sikri, 
where most of  the northern side of  the �a�n is occupied by the tomb 
of  Sal�m Chisht�, the Zan�na Rauza, and the tomb of  Naww�b Isl�m 
Kh�n (not so designed originally, and possibly a jam��at-kh�na for the 
saint’s disciples).

A m�n�r is by no means an invariable appendage to the Indian mosque; 
apart from a few occasional early instances, only in the Gujarat Sultan-
ate, and in Burhanpur in Khandesh, was a functional m�n�r provided for 
the adh�n before the Mughal period; after the 16th century, the m�n�r 

becomes common, but not invariable.
The administration of  the mosque may be under the q�d�, or, in the 

case of  larger foundations, a committee headed by a mutawall�. Where a 
mosque stands on a high plinth there may be openings in it suf� ciently 
large to be rented off  as storerooms or to traders, in which case the 
revenues accrue to the mosque.
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Minbars*

In the various building styles of  mosques in India the typology of  
the minbar is very variable, from a crude construction of  three simple 
stone steps to elaborately carved canopied structures of  nine steps or 
more. Stone is always the preferred material, even in the brick-building 
region of  Bengal; however, the absence of  any structural minbar in many 
well-preserved old mosques may suggest that wooden minbars were also 
known, although no early examples have survived.

In none of  the earliest mosques of  the Delhi Sultanate is there an 
original minbar (that in the jam��at-kh�na at Ni��mudd�n, the oldest 
mosque still in worship, is a modern replacement; old photographs, 
however, show a simple minbar of  three stone slabs). This pattern 
is maintained up to the L	d� period, to judge by a very few extant 
examples in Delhi (e.g. mosque at Bar� Gunbad; mosque at the b��ol� 
known as R�jon k� b���n); only in the special case of  the ��dg�h attributed 
to Mull� Iqb�l Khan is there a more elaborate structure, a tall stone 
platform level with the top of  the mi�r�b arch whence the voice of  the 
kha
�b might reach the great concourse gathered for the ��d assembly. 
Outside Delhi itself, the minbar of  the J�mi� Masjid of  Irich, 815/1412, 
is a massive stone structure of  seven steps, the last extended to a square 
platform supported on pillars.

Bengal shows excellent early examples of  canopied minbars; the 
earliest, in carved basalt, in the Bar� Masjid in Chota Pandua of  the 
early 14th century, has nine steps leading to a domed upper cham-
ber, with arched openings on three sides and what appears to be a 
mi�r�b representation against the western wall of  the prayer-chamber. 
This design was followed in the great 
d�na Masjid of  Hazrat Pan-
dua of  776/1374–5, where as Ravenshaw’s photograph shows ( J.H. 
Ravenshaw, Gaur: Its ruins and inscriptions, London 1878) the mi�r�b-like 
decoration on the western wall is carved with the representation of  a 
hanging lamp, and the outer surface carved with geometrical diaper 
patterns. Similar but plainer is the minbar of  the nearby Qu�b Sh�h� 
(Ravenshaw’s “Golden”) mosque, 993/1585. Further instances of  this 
type occur; but there are also many simple minbars of  three simple stone 
slabs. One late aberrant minbar, in the mosque of  Mu�ammad b. Tip� 
Sul��n, 1258/1842, consists of  three polished stone steps occupying 

* “Minbar, 3. In India,” EI, VII. 79–80.
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48 forms and typologies

half  of  the central mi�r�b, space having been severely limited by the 
neo-Palladian design of  this building.

In the few remaining buildings of  the Jaunpur Sultanate, in Jaunpur 
itself, in the J�mi� Masjid at Etawa, and in the Arh��� Kang�ra Masjid 
at Banaras (Varanasi), the minbar takes the form of  a massive stone 
structure of  nine steps up to a square stone platform, with no trace 
of  there ever having been a canopy. The typological similarity to the 
Irich example mentioned above points to a geographical rather than 
a dynastic determinant of  style.

The favourite style of  minbar in the Gujarat Sultanate is again the mas-
sive stone nine-stepped structure, although as A�mad Sh�h’s mosque, 
the earliest in Ahmadabad (816/1414), shows, the upper platform was 
covered by a canopy; the canopy may be taken entirely from a Hindu 
temple ma�	apa, supported by pillaged pillars, although even when 
purpose-quarried stones are used they are often elaborately carved in 
accordance with the characteristic richness of  the Gujarat style. The 
steps may further be enclosed by stone sides to form hand-rails, again 
with carved surfaces. In many mosques the canopies have been removed, 
probably when many � ne stone buildings were plundered during the 
early years of  Mar�th� rule in the early 18th century. A feature found 
in many Gujarat mosques is the presence of  a low square platform in 
front of  the lowest step of  the minbar; its original purpose is not clear, 
but it is not uncommon now to see it covered with mats and used to 
seat young students when the mosque is in use as a Qur��nic school.

In Malwa the canopied minbar is again the preferred style, as exempli-
� ed in that of  the early mosque of  Malik Mugh�th at Mandu, 835/1432, 
where the upper platform is surmounted by a square roof  resting on 
pillars which appears to be temple spoil, with projecting eaves and a 
parapet surmounted by a row of  shield-shaped merlons; to the west 
the wall takes the form of  a mi�r�b of  black polished basalt, with the 
characteristic Malwa row of  merlons in low relief. This is surpassed 
by the magni� cient minbar of  the J�mi� Masjid (completed 858/1454), 
perhaps the � nest in the sub-continent: eleven steps lead to the upper 
platform, originally railed on north and south; the three open sides 
are of  the same shape as the arches of  the mi�r�bs, slightly ogival; the 
canopy itself  has its eaves supported by sinous brackets, of  the same 
shape as those in the J�mi� Masjid of  Dhar and of  H�shang’s tomb 
in Mandu; above the row of  merlons there is a marble dome of  the 
characteristic Malwa shape, i.e. stilted below the haunch by being raised 
on a cylindrical drum. Here, as in the Gujarat mosques, there is again 
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a square low platform at the foot of  the minbar steps. At Chanderi 
the minbar of  the J�mi� Masjid is typologically similar, but without the 
sinuous brackets and more solidly built (now whitewashed); that of  the 
great ��dg�h similar but plainer, and of  only eight massive steps (the even 
number is unusual).

In the Deccan, however, the minbar is usually of  the plain pattern 
of  three modest stone steps; so at the � rst Bahman� mosque, the J�mi� 
Masjid of  Gulbarga (769/1367), and others in Bidar. In the massive 
��dg�h at Bijapur, certainly of  Bahman� date, the minbar has nine stone 
steps leading to an open platform; in the arched opening of  the west 
wall behind it is a � ight of  smaller steps leading to the top of  the wall. 
In the buildings at Bijapur (and Gogi) of  the �
dil Sh�h�s, the most 
ornate of  the Deccan styles, the minbar remains of  the simple pattern 
of  three (occasionally � ve) stone steps, and the same is true of  the Qu�b 
Sh�h� mosques of  Hyderabad.

Throughout the Mughal period, the minbar is of  the stepped uncov-
ered type. Sometimes, as at the J�mi� Masjid in Fatehpur Sikri, the 
massive red sandstone steps have small pierced screens at their sides; 
in the time of  Sh�hjah�n, when many modi� cations were also made 
to earlier buildings, the minbar is often a simple structure of  three steps 
but built of  polished, sometimes also inlaid, marble, and a few have 
a chair-like back slab which may carry a brief  inscription. The J�mi� 
mosques of Delhi (Sh�hjah�n�b�d) and Agra each have a central plat-
form, approached by steps, in the �a�n, outside the prayer-chamber, 
which may ful� l the functional purpose of  the minbar when there is a 
vast concourse of  worshippers to be addressed, even though there is a 
minbar in its normal position within the prayer-chamber.

Minarets*

The man�ra in India, commonly referred to by the im�la form m�n�r, 
may be either free-standing or an integral part of  a mosque or other 
building. In the second category, it is convenient to distinguish the 
(actually or potentially) functional from the non-functional forms. With 
rare exceptions, in some regional styles no form of  the m�n�r is used at 
all; Jaunpur; Malwa; the Delhi Sultanates and the pre-Mughal  Panjab; 
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50 forms and typologies

Sindh; Kashmir; the �Im�d Sh�h�, Ni��m Sh�h� and Bar�d Sh�h� Sul-
tanates in the Deccan. (It might be objected that the non-functional 
forms do not properly qualify to be called m�n�rs at all; but these forms, 
with others to be mentioned below, are certainly derived from m�n�r 

prototypes, and there is no other recognized term by which they may 
conveniently be described. The term m�n�r is regularly applied to towers 
of  many types and functions.)

The free-standing m�n�r � rst appears in India as an adjunct to the 
earliest mosque (“Quwwat al-Isl�m”) in Delhi, standing outside the origi-
nal mosque compound, commenced by Qu�b al-D�n Aybak (whence, 
possibly, its sobriquet of  “Qu�b M�n�r”) about 595/1199, and completed 
before 634/1236 by Iletmish to a height of  more than 68 m. The taper 
of  its pro� le is very pronounced, nearly 5° from the vertical and it was 
divided into four stages by encircling balconies supported by muqarnas 

corbels; the three lower stages show different designs of  vertical � uting, 
the � utes on the lowest stage being alternately rounded and angular, 
those in the second all rounded, those in the third all angular (the 
original fourth stage was rebuilt into two storeys in 770/1368 under 
F�r�z Sh�h Tughluq). The occurrence of  the Qur��n, LXII, 9–10, in 
an inscription on the second storey affords presumptive evidence for 
the use of  the m�n�r as a mi�dhana. The assertions that the � uted storeys 
develop the polygonal outline of  the m�n�rs of  Ghazni in Afghanistan, 
taken as the prototype of  the Delhi m�n�r, now need modi� cation 
in the light of  later research: A. Hutt, in Three minarets in the Kirman 

region, in JRAS (1970), 172–80, shows that the section of  the base of  
the minaret of  the Masjid-i J�mi� of  Zarand has precisely the same 
disposition of  alternate rounded and angular � utes; this is therefore a 
more exact exemplar for the Qu�b M�n�r than the m�n�rs at Ghazni, 
whose section is stellate, based on two interlaced squares. A m�n�r in the 
S�st�n region, described by K. Fischer in Afghanistan, xxii/3–4 (1970), 
91–107, of  similar form, suggests a nearer prototype on the probable 
line of  transmission to India. (There is thus now even less need to cite 
the form of  the Doddabasappa temple in Dambal, Dharwar District, 
as a possible prototype of  the Qu�b M�n�r plan, as has been advocated 
by some Hindu enthusiasts.) The characteristic taper of  the Kirman 
examples, and of  the minaret of  Jam in Afghanistan, is also closer to 
that of  the Qu�b M�n�r than are the Ghazni examples. These details 
are emphasized here because of  their persistence in certain aspects of  
mosque architecture, described below.
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Other free-standing m�n�rs stand or stood at Koyl (Aligarh) (inscr. 
652/1254): erected by Balban as governor to commemorate victories 
of  the sul
�n N�ir al-D�n Ma�m�d; tapering with square base and 
external galleries supported by cornices, with internal spiral stair, but 
demolished in 1862 without adequate record; Bayana: cylindrical with 
slight entasis but un� nished, in city near Ukh� Mandir and Ukh� Mas-
jid, 15th century, and tall m�n�r in hilltop fort, tapered with corbelled 
balcony, inscr. 871/1466 (?), possibly with a double staircase; Daulata-
bad: Ch�nd M�n�r in inner city, c. 849/1445, three encircling galleries 
supported by elaborate brackets, similar pro� le to m�n�rs of  madrasa in 
Bidar; Bidar town: Chaub�ra, low cylindrical tower at crossing of  main 
thoroughfares, early 15th century; Chota Pandua in Bengal: massive 
m�n�r 50 m. from Bar� Masjid, early 14th century, � ve diminishing tiers 
resembling half-drawn-out telescope, lowest three � uted; Gaur: Fir�z 
M�n�r, c. 895/1490, no taper, polygonal section. Both Hiran M�n�r 
at Fatehpur Sikri and “N�m sar��� M�n�r” at Old Malda, Bengal, are 
tapered with stone projections resembling elephant tusks (on which to 
display heads of  rebels?), Mughal, 16th century; Delhi: “Ch	r M�n�r”, 
early 15th century, many holes for same purpose; Shaykhupura, Pan-
jab (Pakistan), Hiran M�n�r, 30 m., tapering, 1044/1635, popularly 
sometimes supposed to commemorate Jah�ng�r’s favourite elephant, 
but often attributed to D�r� Shuk	h. Finally, the K	s M�n�rs of  the 
early Mughal period, solid towers of  similar pro� le to the Qu�b M�n�r, 
but only 6–8 m. high, were set at intervals of  1 k�s along the major 
thoroughfares. Many purposes are involved in the above: mi�dhana; 
observation post to command dead ground; possibly, following Hindu 
examples, “victory tower”; other commemoration; platform for shoot-
ing or observating game; execution displays; distance markers. The 
purposes are frequently combined.

The second category of  m�n�rs, those attached to a mosque or other 
building, however, are provided primarily as mi�dhanas, although since 
they are almost always multiplied symmetrically, they obviously have 
also an important aesthetic function (the single m�n�r in the south-east 
corner of  the courtyard of  the Bahman� period Ek m�n�r k� Masjid 
at Raichur is a striking exception). Only in Gujarat under the A�mad 
Sh�h� Sultanate, and in Burhanpur in Khandesh, are paired func-
tional m�n�rs used regularly before the Mughal period; here they are 
 cylindrical, their internal staircases opening on to one or more encir-
cling balconies supported on heavy corbels as well as to the mosque 
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52 forms and typologies

roof, and are capped by conical roofs with no suggestion of  an open 
turret. The earliest A�mad Sh�h� examples � ank the central arch of  
the l�w�n, although later they may be placed at the north and south 
ends of  the façade. The latest mosques of  the A�mad Sh�h� period, e.g. 
R�n� Sabar�’s mosque and the �s�npur one, have solid pseudo- m�n�rs 
at the ends of  the façade.

This sudden reintroduction of  the mi�dhana-m�n�r, with an immediate 
secondary aesthetic function, is not fully explained. Gujarat mosques 
in Delhi Sultanate times, such as Hil�l Kh�n’s one at Dholka and the 
J�mi� Masjid at Cambay, have only solid conical or cylindrical pillars 
over the parapet � anking the central bay of  the l�w�n; but earlier Delhi 
Sultanate examples outside Gujarat may show the connection with the 
Qu�b M�n�r; e.g. the Arh��� din k� Jh	mpr� mosque at Ajmer carries 
two cylindrical turrets, solid and some 2 m. tall, over the maq��ra arch, 
with vertical � utes alternately circular and angular exactly as on the 
lowest storey of  the Qu�b M�n�r (similar � uting occurs on the exter-
nal corner buttresses of  the mosque courtyard). In Delhi itself, the 
Qu�b M�n�r pro� le is perpetuated in the solid buttresses which � ank 
mosque gateways, the central bay of  the l�w�n façade, the external 
mi�r�b-projection, and external corners of  courtyards, in the Tughluq 
and L	d� periods; these show at least one band of  Qu�b M�n�r-like 
� uting, and their pro� le is carried up above parapet level to end in a 
guldasta; especially when � anking the central propylon-like arch of  the 
l�w�n façade, these suggest paired mi�dhana towers, and may thus have a 
psychological purpose. This would seem to be the explanation for many 
of  the examples which follow. In the Bahman� Sultanate, the m�n�r is 
not used regularly with mosques; that at Raichur mentioned above is 
an exception, and the Ch�nd M�n�r at Daulatabad is doubtless sited 
with the older J�mi� Masjid in mind, although physically separated by 
some 100 m.—doubtless also to enable a view of  broken ground to 
the east. The pro� le of  both resembles that of  the remaining one m�n�r 

of  two at the ends of  the entrance façade of  the madrasa of  Ma�m�d 
G�w�n at Bidar, inscr. 877/1472, although the balconies of  the lat-
ter are carried out from the main shaft in a curvilinear form rather 
than being supported on brackets in the usual Indian manner. All are 
crowned with a dome-shaped cap, with no open room at the top. The 
old brick m�n�rs attached to the courtyard of  the much later Makk� 
Masjid at Bijapur, also of  Bahman� date, have lost their upper parts; 
their balconies seem to have been supported on wooden brackets. Other 
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Bahman� m�n�rs, all of  similar pro� le, are the pairs � anking the gateways 
of  the darg�h of  Shaykh Sir�j al-D�n Junayd� and the so-called House 
of  G�s� D�r�z, both in Gulbarga, and those � anking both the outer 
and inner gateways of  the darg�h at Aland; but these are crowned with 
foliated domes of  three-quarter sphere shape, as in the �
dil Sh�h� and 
Qu�b Sh�h� styles, and those of  the outer gateway have moreover an 
encircling band of  open arches in the Qu�b Sh�h� manner.

Of  possible relevance to the designs in North India referred to 
above are the guldastas which stand at the corners of  the parapets of  
Bahman� tombs, starting with the very earliest at Gulbarga: these are 
� uted, although � uting does not extend to the m�n�rs. The m�n�r proper 
is not used at all in the Bahman�s’ successor states. The skylines of  
mosques and tombs of  the �
dil Sh�h�s in Bijapur and elsewhere are 
so liberally provided with vertical pillars as to resemble a burgeoning 
asparagus bed, but these are at best pseudo-m�n�rs which may psycho-
logically suggest the mi�dhana-m�n�r but whose real function is merely 
artistic. Turrets, chhatr�s and guldastas are also freely used, but the relation 
between these forms cannot be pursued here. The m�n�r-like structures 
of  the Qu�b Sh�h�s of  Hyderabad and Golkonda, similarly, are usually 
solid shafts, cylindrical, with characteristic encircling arcaded galleries, 
although in a late off-shoot of  the Qu�b Sh�h� style in the J�mi� Masjid 
of  Srirangapattana an internal staircase is provided. That the bases of  
the pseudo-m�n�rs of  the T	l� Masjid (1082/1671) outside Hyderabad 
city stand in pot-shaped bases should not be taken as representing any 
connexion with ancient Indian pillars.

Under the Mughals, the functional m�n�r returns to North India; this 
is possibly inspired by Gujarat examples, since other typically Gujarati 
features are introduced into Mughal architecture after the conquest of  
the region in 980/1573. The � rst example is that of  the four m�n�rs at the 
corners of  the gateway of  Akbar’s tomb at Sikandra, completed in the 
early years of  the 17th century: tapering, white marble (the lowest 
stage � uted), two intermediate balconies supported on corbel brackets, 
topped by an open chhatr� with slender columns. With some variation in 
the patterns of  the intermediate balconies, and of  the material, section 
and decoration of  the shaft, this type is the model for the major later 
m�n�rs: at Jah�ng�r’s tomb in Lahore; the J�mi� Masjid (Sh�hjah�n�b�d) 
Delhi; the T�j Ma�all at Agra (but not the J�mi� Masjid); the mosque 
of  Waz�r Kh�n at Lahore; the B�dsh�h� mosque of  Lahore, which has 
also short m�n�r-like corner turrets; the tomb of  R�bi�a Daur�n� (“B�b� k� 
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54 forms and typologies

Maqbara”) at Aurangabad; Aurangz�b’s mosques in Banaras (Varanasi), 
Mathura, etc.; short corner staircased m�n�rs also at the tomb of  I�tim�d 
ad-Daula at Agra, little more than turrets, seem to be the model for 
engaged corner turrets at e.g. the tomb of  �afdar Jang at Delhi, and 
Mughal mosques in Bengal e.g. Dhaka, Murshidabad, etc. Since there 
is no necessity for the �dh�n at tombs, many of  these Mughal m�n�rs 
are thus also principally decorative.

Idgahs*

Also known as nam�zg�h, “place of  prayer”, the ��dg�h is general the 
open structure built usually to the west of  a town, consisting solely of  
what in a mosque would be the western wall, with mi�r�b(s) and minbar 

and, essentially, within a spacious enclosure which should be capable 
of  accommodating the entire adult male Muslim population; the wall-
structure may stand at the western end of  a large paved area (�a�n), 
but there is usually no �auz for ablutions. The structure is used only 
for the celebration of  the two ��d festivals (��d al-a	�� and �id al-� 
r), and 
no special sanctity attaches to it; this may account for the destruction 
of  many old ��dg�hs.

The nam�zg�h/��dg�h in Muslim settlements in India is often a substan-
tial building of  some artistic merit, e.g. the Bahman� ��dg�h at Bijapur; 
the splendid ��dg�h at Chanderi in Malwa with its mi�r�b wall, canopied 
minbar in typical Malwa style, and tapering end buttresses with domes; 
the early Tughluq Khar�r� ��dg�h, near S�r� in Delhi (from the minbar 

of  which T�m�r possibly held his open-air court; an earlier ��dg�h to 
the west of  Qil�a R�y Pithor� has also been suggested, further from 
T�m�r’s battle� eld. The Malf��t-i T�m�r�, tr. in Elliot and Dowson, iii, 
443, does not state the location precisely); the very early (possibly of  the 
time of  Iletmish, with Khalj� and Tughluq additions) ��dg�h of  Badaun, 
with octagonal end buttresses, domed, the central mi�r�b under a half-
dome faced with a tall arched opening almost double the height of  the 
main wall; there is a tall canopied minbar and, most unusually, an arched 
opening beside the minbar leading to the rear of  the structure (K.V. 
Soundara Rajan, Islam builds in India, Delhi 1983, 68–9 with plan and 
elevation, and pl. 29); the vast ��dg�h at Delhi (presumably of  F�r�z�b�d, 

* “Nam�zg�h,” EI, VII, 947.
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situated north-west of  the Qadam Shar�f ), probably of  Tughluq times 
but with later additions, stands within a well-forti� ed enclosure. At 
Gulbarga, the growth of  the town is expressed by the presence of  three 

��dg�hs to the west of  the town. There are many more � ne ��dg�hs all 
over the country, but unfortunately few have been published.

The word nam�zg�h is also used for those small areas seen in sparsely-
populated regions in Baluchistan and the North-West Frontier region 
of  Pakistan, sometimes simply a square or rectangle demarcated by 
whitewashed stones, with a larger stone at the western end to designate 
the qibla, and where there is no pretence of  an enclosure.

Tombs*

The word maqbara is used in India for both graveyard and mausoleum, 
although qabrist�n is also heard for the former; qabr may, besides the 
grave itself, signify a monumental tomb, especially of  the simpler 
variety; darg�h is used especially for the tomb or shrine of  a p�r, where 
there may be also such associated buildings as a mosque, mihm�n-kh�na, 

etc.; in Kashmir a p�r’s tomb is usually called ziy�rat, and the related 
maz�r may also be used, especially for the smaller wayside shrine; rauza 

is commonly used for a monumental tomb within an enclosure, not 
necessarily of  a p�r.

In India the solitary grave is rare; the individual may select an appro-
priate site in his lifetime, usually on his own ground (but sometimes by 
a roadside, since it is believed that the dead like to be within sound of  
human activity). But because this action then precludes the use of  the 
ground for other purposes, the individual grave becomes a focus for 
other sepulchres. In this way many family graveyards especially have 
come into being—“family” in the case of  a p�r being held to include 
mur�ds. There is a tendency in some regions for graveyards of  the 
Muslim community to be situated to the south of  habitations, possibly 
an extension of  the Hindu association of  the south as the “quarter of  
Yama”, the god of  death: in the L	d� period the entire region of  Delhi 
south of  F�r�z�b�d and Pur�n� Qil�a down to the Qu�b complex was 
used mostly as a vast necropolis. Khuldabad, near Daulatabad in the 
Deccan, was originally called simply Rauza and was a necropolis village. 

* “Makbara, 5. India,” EI, VI, 125–8.
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56 forms and typologies

Community graveyards may be enclosed by a low boundary wall, but 
protection is generally careless and graves and walls may fall into early 
ruin. Some enclosures are known to be family graveyards, where the 
standard of  upkeep is higher; there may be an imposing entrance to 
the east and a tall and substantial wall to the west, with arched open-
ings or depressions which serve to indicate the qibla; some of  the Delhi 
examples (Yamamoto et al., Architectural remains of the Delhi sultanate period, 3 
vols., Tokyo, 1967, list and illustrate some 72 graveyards) stand on high 
arcaded plinths and may have such features as substantial corner towers 
and the position of  the central mi�r�b indicated on the exterior wall, 
precisely as in mosques. In the Qadam Shar�f  at Delhi the enclosure 
wall is forti� ed, as a measure of  protection for the special relic; but the 
forti� ed rocky outcrop on which stands the tomb of  Tughluq Sh�h is 
primarily an extreme outpost of  the forti� cations of  Tughluq�b�d (plan 
in Yamamoto op. cit., ii, 257). In Ahmadabad the tombs of  the queens 
of  the A�mad Sh�h� dynasty are enclosed in a large screened chamber 
(R�n� k� �ujra) which forms part of  a royal precinct; a � ne enclosed 
graveyard known as “Ni��m al-D�n’s” in Chanderi contains tombs and 
many individual mi�r�bs from the early 15th century with a rich design 
repertory. Some graveyards may contain one or more substantial mau-
soleums in addition to simple graves. An indication of  the qibla may be 
provided, even in unenclosed graveyards, by one or more “qibla walls”, 
with an odd number of  arched necesses; individual mausoleums may 
also be provided with such a separate structure on the qibla side, or the 
enclosure wall may be modi� ed in such a way as to incorporate one: 
e.g. the tomb of  Sikandar L	d� in Delhi has three arches and a raised 
platform in the west enclosure wall which presumably formed a qan�t� 
mosque. A mausoleum very often has openings on three sides with 
the west wall solid to incorporate an internal mi�r�b (the tombs of  the 
Bar�d Sh�h�s, however, are regularly open on all four sides). The larger 
mausoleums may be provided with a full-scale mosque (without minbar), 
either replacing or in addition to an internal mi�r�b; Bijapur provides 
many excellent examples, of  which the Ibr�h�m Rauza is the � nest 
example with tomb and mosque of  similar proportions and sumptuous 
decoration standing on a common platform in an elaborate enclosure; 
the T�j Ma�all has not only a superb mosque on the qibla side but an 
identical building on the east essentially for the symmetry of  the plan 
but incidentally to serve as a mihm�n-kh�na. (The converse arrangement, 
wherein a single tomb is subsidiary to a mosque, is common, especially 
when both have the same founder.) Some major mausolea, however, 
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are without any indication of  the qibla at all: e.g. Hum�y�n’s tomb at 
Delhi (plan in Yamamoto op. cit., ii, 265) has neither internal mi�r�b nor 
external mosque or other structure (the building on the west, where a 
mosque might be expected, is in fact the main gateway); although the 
enclosure wall on the south-east has a range of  exterior arches which 
formed the qibla wall of  the earlier “N�l� Gunbad”. At some graveyards 
there is a special mortuary provided for the ghass�ls to work in: outstand-
ing examples at the graveyard of  Afzal Kh�n’s wives at Bijapur, and 
the tombs of  the Qu�b Sh�h� kings at Golkonda. Some form of  well 
is of  course a common adjunct; a b��ol� is commonly found included 
in a Chisht� darg�h complex, and occasionally elsewhere (e.g. within the 
forti� ed enclosure of  the tomb of  the “Sayyid” sul
�n Mub�rak Sh�h 
at K	tl� Mub�rakpur, Delhi).

There has been no study of  the typology of  gravestones (i.e. the stone 
or brick structures above ground level, the ta�w�dh) in India as a whole, 
although many types with regional variation can be recognized. Ja�far 
Shar�f, referring primarily to the Deccan, says that on a man’s tomb, 
above the (commonly) three diminishing rectangular slabs, a top member 
is placed “resembling the hump on a camel’s back, or the back of  a 
� sh”, and adds that in North India tombs of  men are distinguished by 
a small stone pencase (qalamd�n) raised on the � at upper surface; but in 
fact both types can be seen side by side in Delhi graveyards. The tombs 
of  women are generally � at above the diminishing rectangular slabs, 
and more frequently in North India than in the Deccan may display 
a � at takht�, in form like a child’s slate, where those of  men have the 
qalamd�n (the explanation commonly given is that only males are literate 
and so can carry a pencase, whereas women have to have everything 
written for them!); in South India in particular a woman’s tomb may 
have instead a basin-like hollow on the upper surface. The woman’s 
tomb, given the same date and provenance, is lower than the man’s. In 
the case of  the larger mausoleums, this applies to the cenotaph ta�w�dh 
as much as to the ta�w�dh of  the actual grave. There may be, in both 
men’s and women’s tombs, a mere stepped surround with the internal 
rectangular space � lled with earth (e.g. grave of  Aurangz�b at Khuldabad) 
or grass (e.g. grave of  Jah�n�ra B�gum, daughter of  Sh�hjah�n, within 
the darg�h of  Ni��m al-D�n Auliy�� at Delhi, where however the surround 
and the enclosure are of  white marble and there is an inscribed marble 
headstone; plan in Yamamoto op. cit., ii, 263). This is much approved 
by the pious, but leads to quick decay of  the structure if  the grave 
is not attended. In parts of  Western India in particular a cylindrical 
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boss may be found at the head of  the tomb of  a man, sometimes in 
addition to an inscribed headstone. In Gujarat the “casket” style of  
tomb is favoured, at least for the more exalted personages, in which a 
rectangular chamber with vertical sides, about a cubit high, rises from 
the base and is capped by the shallow diminishing rectangular slabs, 
� nished � at in the case of  women, arched or triangular in cross-sec-
tion for men; they may have in addition cylindrical corner stones with 
vertical ribbing and two or three cross-mouldings. Dr Zajadacz-Has-
tenrath (see below), describing similar forms in the Chaukhandi tombs 
in Pakistan, sees here a representation of  the ch�rp�� � (string bed) with 
rope lashings which would have been used as the bier. A chir�ghd�n, to 
carry lamps or on which fragrant substances may be burnt, may be 
placed at the head of  or alongside any tomb; the actual grave may, 
in the case of  the illustrious, be covered with a pall kept in place by 
ornamental weights (m�r-i farsh). The tomb of  a p�r may be marked also 
by a white (or green in the case of  a sayyid ) triangular � ag carried on 
a tall bamboo, especially in country districts.

It is only in the case of  the remarkable Chaukhandi tombs that 
anything like a systematic study has been made (Salome Zajadacz-
Hastenrath, Chaukhandigräber: Studien zur Grabkunst in Sind und Baluchistan, 
Wiesbaden 1978). In the most characteristic (but not the only) style 
one, two or three diminishing rectangular hollow “caskets” are super-
imposed, and are capped by a � nal slab set vertically on edge. The 
cylindrical boss at the head may be added in the case of  males. They 
are richly carved, either with geometrical patterns (the author gives ten 
plates of  “Steinmetzmuster” alone), � owers, whorls, mi�r�b-like blind 
arches, swords, bows, and even the � gure of  a horseman carrying a 
spear, sometimes led by an attendant. Similar carvings (or paintings on 
wood) are reported in Crooke’s ed. of  Ja�far Shar�f  from Afghanistan, 
Kurdistan, and the Orakzay Path�ns; this ethnological aspect stands 
in need of  further investigation.

A curious class of  tomb, sparsely but widely distributed, is that of  
the “nine-yard saints”, nau gaz p�r, usually ascribed to warrior saints of  
the earliest days of  Islam in India. Many of  these have the reputation 
of  miraculously extending their length over the ages. (Miracles are 
reported at other tombs: lumps of  silver in the pavement of  the darg�h 

of  Muntajib al-D�n “Zar Bakhsh” at Khuldabad are said to be the 
remains of  silver trees which grew after the saint’s death, which were 
broken off  for the upkeep of  the shrine; hairs from the Prophet’s beard 
at the same place are said to increase in number yearly.) Many tombs 
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have the reputation of  curing various ailments through the thaumatur-
gic power of  a p�r persisting; e.g. women still tie ribbons on the lattice 
screens on the tomb of  Sal�m Chisht� at Fatehpur Sikri as a cure for 
barrenness. (The virtue is not con� ned to Muslims: Hindu women often 
make oblations at the tomb of  the Q�dir� brothers at Bijapur.)

Tombs may bear inscriptions (and inscribed tombs, from reverence 
for the written word, stand a better chance of  being looked after in 
later years): on the ta�w�dh itself  sometimes simply a name and date 
of  decease, more often the kalima or Qur��nic verses such as the �yat 

al-kurs�, II.256, the conclusion of  II.157, or the very end of  S�ra II; 
there may be, especially with the tombs of  men in Gujarat, a sizeable 
headstone with a more elaborate epitaph; but so many tombstones are 
devoid of  any information on the deceased that many obviously major 
mausolea cannot be now identi� ed. The cenotaph of  Akbar, of  white 
marble, is inscribed on the sides with the 99 Names of  God, and on 
the ends the D�n-i Il�h� formulae “All�h Akbar” and “Jalla Jal�lah”. On 
the ta�w�dh of  Jah�ng�r the Names are inscribed in pietra dura. Often 
in the case of  mausolea an inscription is placed within the entrance or 
on a wall, and copious Qur��nic texts may be inscribed on the façade, 
e.g. at the T�j Ma�all.

The graves above belong to the mainstream tradition of  Islamic art, 
which may be described as the “Greater Tradition”; graves of  a “Lesser 
Tradition”, belonging to a stream of  folk-art, have been observed in 
Gilgit, Punial, the Swat valley and the Yusufzay country of  Northern 
Pakistan, and may have a more extensive area. These, which do not 
always distinguish between the graves of  males and females, have a 
crude indication of  the north-south axis marked by slabs of  stone, 
or by wooden planks which may be carved into various shapes, or by 
turned wooden posts; they may also be surrounded by an open wooden 
framework which, it is suggested, represents the bier inverted over the 
sepulture, and may be analogous to the ch�rp�� � representations in the 
Chaukhandi tombs. A fuller description, with map and drawings, in 
J. Burton-Page, Muslim graves of  the ‘lesser tradition’: Gilgit, Punial, Swat, 

Yusufzai, in JRAS (1986).
The typology of  the mausoleum is too complicated for any but the 

most summary treatment here. The simplest type, in that it provides a 
covered place over the ta�w�dh, is the chhatr�, a single dome supported on 
pillars; those covering a square or octagonal area are the commonest, 
although the hexagonal plan is known. From the use of  the umbrella 
in both Buddhist and Hindu funerary practices, there is possibly here 
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a persistence of  an eschatological idea (but the Hindu use of  the chhatr� 
to mark the site of  a cremation, so common with the R�jp�t rulers at 
e.g. Udaipur and Jaipur, is a borrowing back from Muslim forms). Even 
with this simplest type there is the possibility of  the common prin-
ciple that a funeral building (or its site; cf. the tomb of  Tughluq Sh�h 
mentioned above) might be intended for a different purpose during its 
owner’s lifetime. An elaboration is to support a square roof  on twelve 
pillars, thereby furnishing three openings on each side as well as mak-
ing possible a larger area (this type of  building, b�radar�, is also of  wide 
secular use for pleasaunces). Filling in the openings with stone screens 
( j�l� ), leaving an entrance on each side, is frequently practised, although 
as noticed above the western side is often completely closed to provide 
an indication of  qibla; Tomb 2 at Thalner is a b�radar� whose sides have 
been � lled in with purpose-cut masonry. An extension of  this type is 
characteristic of  Gujarat, whereby both an inner chamber and a sur-
rounding verandah are provided with screened walls; after the Mughal 
conquest of  Gujarat tombs of  this type are found in North India, e.g. 
those of  Mu�ammad Ghaus at Gwalior, Sal�m Chisht� at Fatehpur Sikri. 
When a tomb is given greater prominence by being raised on a plinth, 
the sepulchral chamber may be placed at earth level in a tahkh�na, with 
a cenotaph ta�w�dh immediately above it on an upper � oor; but where 
this applies to the principal inhumation at a large mausoleum, it is not 
practised for later and subsidiary burials, and is not held to be required 
for burials within a raised mosque �a�n. The preponderant form of  the 
masonry mausoleum is a square chamber surmounted by a dome; an 
idiosyncratic type occurs in the royal Bahman� tombs (Haft Gunbad) at 
Gulbarga, where two square domed chambers are conjoined on a single 
plinth (the sul
�n in one chamber, his immediate family adjoining); but 
the octagonal form is also known from the 14th century (popular for 
royal tombs of  the “Sayyid” and L	d� dynasties, tombs of  p�rs at Multan 
and Ucch, nobles of  the S�r� dynasty, especially Sh�r Sh�h S�r�, and 
not infrequently in Mughal times); in the earliest monumental tomb, 
that of  N�ir al-D�n Ma�m�d (“Sul��n Gh�r�”) at Delhi, the plinth of  
the structure accommodates a vaulted octagonal sepulchral chamber. In 
two of  the S�r� tombs at Sasaram the mausoleum stands in the middle 
of  an arti� cial lake, approached by a gateway and causeway; the idea 
recurs in the Mughal period with � ne but anonymous examples at 
I�tim�dpur, near Agra, and Narnaul, where the idea of  a pleasaunce 
for use in the lifetime of  the subject seems patent. Mughal mausolea 
introduce new plans: the oblong, the square or oblong with chamfered 
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corners to produce a “Baghd�d� octagon” (e.g. the T�j Ma�all), a square 
chamber with engaged corner rooms (e.g. Hum�y�n’s tomb, tomb of  
�Abd al-Ra��m Kh�n-i Kh�n�n) or engaged corner turrets (e.g. tomb 
of  �afdar Jang). They may also incorporate independent symmetrically 
disposed minarets, and may stand within a formal garden.

Water Monuments*

In a land so dependent generally on the summer monsoon, where 
there are few permanent sources of  water away from the great rivers 
and their surrounding terrain where the water-table is high, human 
settlement depends on arti� cial means of  conserving water from one 
rainy season to the next. Many of  these utilitarian works, however, 
frequently take elaborate architectural form and are decorated beyond 
the call of  functionalism.

Many water monuments in India were constructed before the com-
ing of  the Muslims, who continued not only their function and form 
(except for the elimination of  � gural ornament and the introduction 
of  the arch) but also their maintenance through civil or waqf funds. 
The simplest examples are large open reservoirs in and around towns 
(commonly called “tanks” in India; see Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, 
for etymologies; also t�l, t�l���, and in the case of  Muslim constructions 
also �auz), of  all shapes but commonly rectangular, sometimes with 
masonry surrounds and steps leading well below the average water-
level; as the water was used or dried up more steps would be exposed, 
the shelves being convenient for personal ablutions or for washing 
clothes; pavilions (k�shk, chhatr� ) may be added mainly for ornament. 
Similar masonry surrounds ( gh�t) may be provided on river banks or 
on arti� cial lakes caused by damming a valley (e.g. the An�s�gar at 
Ajmer, the Pichol� at Udaipur). Since open expanses of  water cause 
a perceptible change in the microclimate, buildings might be sited to 
take advantage of  the cooling effects of  evaporation (e.g. F�r�z Sh�h’s 
madrasa and other structures on two sides of  the �auz Kh� at Delhi, 
Ma�m�d Sh�h’s palace, the tombs and the mosque at Sarkhej on the 
outskirts of  Ahmadabad; and many pleasaunces may be sited in the 

* “M��, 12. Ornamental uses of  water in Muslim India,” EI, V, 888–9.
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middle of  an arti� cial tank (e.g. Jah�ng�r’s Hiran M�n�r complex at 
Shaykhupura in Pakistan, the tombs of  Sh�r Sh�h and Sal�m Sh�h at 
Sasaram, Mughal kiosks at Narnaul, the �afar Ma�all in the �ay�t 
Bakhsh garden in Delhi; the tombs would have been used as pleasant 
retreats during the owners’ lifetime.

Tanks and arti� cial lakes fed from constant sources naturally need 
provision to be made for the escape of  surplus water; over� ow tun-
nels and sluices may occasionally be sumptuously decorated, as at 
Sarkhej, but the simpler structures in the local quartzite at Delhi have 
a monumental beauty of  their own, e.g. that on a water-channel off  the 
Najafgarh canal at Waz�r�b�d, with an included silt (and � sh?) trap; 
those on the bund connecting Tughluq�b�d with �
dil�b�d, whereby 
the low-lying � elds to the south of  Tughluq�b�d could be � ooded to 
a depth of  some 2 m. to create an arti� cial lake for the defence of  the 
citadel and leaving Ghiy�th al-D�n’s tomb as an isolated outpost; and, 
more complex, a two-storeyed sluiced dam, called S�t Pulah, built into 
the south wall of  Mu�ammad b. Tughluq’s Jah�npan�h to regulate the 
storage of  water within the city (analyses, photographs and measured 
drawing of  all these in Yamamoto et al., Architectural remains of the Delhi 

sultanate period, 3 vols. Tokyo 1967, iii).
The simple well does not much lend itself  to ornamentation, but may 

form part of  a complex, such as Jah�ng�r caused to be constructed at 
day’s-march intervals along the road to Kashmir, of  sar��� + mosque + 
well, water from the latter being taken up by charas to irrigate a small 
� ower-garden. The step-well (b��ol� ), however, is most frequently deco-
rative as well as functional, providing chambers at various levels close 
to the water’s edge to provide cool retreats in summer; e.g. in Delhi 
the Gandhak k� b��ol�, c. 630/1233; the circular b��ol� in F�r�z Sh�h 
K	tl�, c. 753/1352; and the superb R�j	n k� b���n, inscr. 912/1506 
(all analysed in Yamamoto, op. cit., iii, with photographs and measured 
drawings). Analogous structures in Gujarat, called v�v, have the entire 
well covered at surface level.

Water was a necessary adjunct to palaces and gardens, and might 
be provided, when either of  these two was beside or close to a river 
or lake, by a Persian wheel (rahat); a further Persian wheel, or series of  
wheels, housed in a tower, might be used to raise the water to a greater 
height when it was necessary to provide a suf� cient head of  water to 
operate fountains. The water was led through palace courtyards and 
gardens by stone channels, often with intermediate cisterns which 
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could be highly ornamental, as that in the L��l B�gh at Bidar (plan 
in Yazdani, Bidar, 53); in Bijapur, where all the centre of  the city was 
supplied by underground channels from the Ch�nd and T�j B��or�s, 
a special water-pavilion, jal-ma�	ir, in the elaborate later �
dil Sh�h� 
style, discharged water from jets into a large stone surrounding tank 
to make a visual focal point in the city scheme. Under the Mughals, 
however, the garden was developed more than ever before as a new 
art form. The ideal garden shape was a fourfold plan, chah�r-b�gh (the 
name ch�r-b�gh persists in many Indian towns as the name of  a local-
ity even where no traces of  gardens remain), as in e.g. the garden sur-
rounding Hum�y�n’s tomb in Delhi, where the divisions are marked 
by water-channels with cisterns at or seats over the intersections; the 
pattern was followed and augmented in later tomb complexes: notably 
Akbar’s tomb at Sikandra, the tomb of  I�tim�d ad-Daula and the T�j 
Ma�all at Agra, the tomb of  Aurangz�b’s queen (“B�b� k� maqbara”) 
at Aurangabad, and that of  �afdar Jang at Delhi, where the principal 
channels are often expanded into stone—often marble—basins 3 or 
4 m. wide with a central rank of  fountains, terminating on the cross 
axes in b�radar�s. Similar gardens exist apart from tombs and palaces, 
e.g. R�m B�gh, Zahr� B�gh, Waz�r Kh�n k� B�gh, Mihtar Kh�n k� 
B�gh, Ach�nak B�gh, all at Agra (ASI, iv [1871–2], 104 ff. ); in his sug-
gestive (but sometimes naïve) Early garden-palaces of  the great Mughals, in 
OA NS, iv/2 (1958), 3–10, R.A. Jairazbhoy proposes the latter as the 
site of  B�bur’s original chah�r-b�gh in India.

Mughal gardens reached their peak of  perfection in Kashmir, 
where at Srinagar, Akb�r’s Nas�m B�gh, 
af  Kh�n’s Nish�� B�gh 
and Jah�ng�r’s Sh�l�m�r took advantage of  the copious natural water 
supply; �Al� Mard�n Kh�n’s canal from the Ravi river made possible 
Sh�hjah�n’s Sh�l�m�r outside Lahore. These make use of  �bsh�r, water-
chute, an oblique bed of  � at or scalloped marble, and jharn�, cascade, 
with water � owing in a sheet over a straight edge to fall over a vertical 
bank of  small niches, each intended to hold a small lamp with a shade 
of  coloured glass. A curious late Mughal water monument is the P�n 
Chhakk�, water-mill, in the shrine of  B�b� Sh�h Mu�affar Chisht�, a 
spiritual preceptor of  Aurangz�b, outside the city walls of  Aurangabad: 
water brought from a distance falls through some 7 m. to operate a 
small mill, and the water then � ows through two large tanks. Mughal 
water monuments and gardens were much imitated by Hindu rulers 
in Rajasthan. The Sah�liyon k� B�gh in Udaipur offers a number of  
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fountains of  different designs fed by water under high pressure from 
one of  the city lakes, in a more extravagant taste than any Mughal 
conception. The small palace at Dig is more re� ned in its elegant tanks 
and channels, and water is led in copper pipes over the openings of  
the buildings in order to � ow over screens of  khas grass, to cool and 
perfume the air passing through.

The devices of  water decoration embodied in the gardens are found 
also in Mughal forts and palaces. These sometimes involved bringing 
water from considerable distances (e.g. �Al� Mard�n Kh�n’s canal which 
supplied the Red Fort at Sh�hjah�n�b�d, Delhi, tapped the Yamuna over 
100 km. away; see W.E. Baker, Memoranda on the western Jumna canal . . ., 
London 1849; some of  the aqueducts involved are themselves works 
of  art). In the Red Fort of  Sh�hjah�n�b�d, the water is further raised 
in the Sh�h Burj, from an open pavilion in front of  which, with �bsh�r 
and jarn�, water � ows through a marble channel, the Nahr-i Bihisht, 
which not only supplies the �ay�t Bakhsh and other gardens but also 
� ows through all the palaces on the east wall at a depth of  some 15 
cm., whose supreme achievement is a shallow basin 3 m. square in the 
Rang Ma�all, carved into the shape of  an open lotus � ower; this was of  
one piece of  the � nest Makrana marble and inlaid with semi-precious 
stones. When the water � ows over it the petals of  the � ower appear 
to move and ripple. The �ay�t Bakhsh garden has additionally two 
marble pavilions with jarn�s, called S�wan and Bh�don after the � rst two 
months of  the rainy season in the Hindu calendar, with a � ne central 
tank with scalloped red sandstone borders which again are intended to 
be barely covered with water to produce a ripple effect. Comparable 
works in the Agra fort, of  the time of  Sh�hjah�n’s additions, include 
a very deep �bsh�r outside the Ma�all-i Kh� and an elegant fountain 
in the Muthamman Burj.

Bridges may be included in ornamental works. One near the tomb 
of  Sikandar L	d� in Delhi, but of  Mughal date, is rather a pleasant 
spot for strollers to catch the water-cooled breeze than a work of  strict 
necessity for transport, although the Mughals brought an elegance to 
bridges of  greater functional necessity. Outstanding is the bridge at 
Jaunpur, whose two parts are provided with kiosks with carved marble 
screens to take advantage of  the breezes along the river.
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Step-Wells*

The Urd� and Hind� word for step-well is b��ol�, of  which there are 
two main types, the northern and the western. The Northern Indian 
variety is the simpler, consisting essentially of  one broad � ight of  stone 
steps running from ground level to below the waterline, the whole width 
of  the site; subsidiary � ights may run opposite and at right angles to 
these below water-level, thus constricting the cistern itself  into succes-
sively smaller squares, and these may be supplemented by cross-� ights 
reducing the � nal cross-sectional area of  the cistern to an octagon. The 
sides other than that composed of  the main � ight are vertical, of  stone 
or, less commonly, of  brick. The whole site is usually rectangular—the 
b��ol� outside the Buland Darwaz� at Fatehpur Sikri, associated with 
Shaykh Salim Chisht� is a notable exception, the nature of  the ter-
rain having made an irregular polygon the only shape possible—with 
apparently no consistency in orientation: e.g., the b��ol� at the darg�h of  
Ni��m al-D�n Auliy��, near Hum�y�n’s tomb, Delhi, runs north and 
south in alignment with the shrine, while that at the darg�h of  Khw�ja 
Qu�b al-D�n Bakhtiy�r K�k� at Mehraul� in south Delhi runs east-west 
and is not aligned with any major structure. Such b��ol�s are functional 
structures, from which water may be drawn and in which ablutions may 
be carried out, and into which men dive, often from a height of  20 m., 
to recover alms cast in by pilgrims. They are usually unadorned, but 
often of  a monumental beauty on account of  their size: e.g., that of  
Ni��m al-D�n is 37.4 m. long by 16.2 m. broad, and some 20 m. deep 
from ground level to average water-level.

B��ol�s are found at the principal shrines associated with Chisht� p�rs; 
besides the examples already noted, a � ne rock-cut b��ol� is at the darg�h 

of  Shaykh Mu��n D�n Chisht� at Ajmer. The reason for this particular 
association is not clear. Other b��ol�s, smaller but of  similar type, are not 
uncommon at other Islamic sites in North India, concerning which there 
is no reason to suppose any Chisht� connection. Pre-Islamic examples 
are not recorded here.

The Western Indian variety, generally known by the Gujar�t� word 
v�v, is of  high artistic and architectural merit as well as functional; it is 
more elaborate than its northern counterpart and consists of  two parts: 
a vertical circular or octagonal shaft, from which water may be drawn 

* “B��ol�,” EI, I, 1024.
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up as from an ordinary well, and a series of  galleries connected by 
� ights of  steps, with pillared landings on the lower galleries supporting 
the galleries above; passages from each landing run to the shaft, where 
there are frequently chambers which form a cool retreat in the hot 
season. Such structures are known in Gujarat from pre-Muslim times: 
M�t� Bhav�n�’s v�v in Ahmadabad, the best preserved Hindu prototype, 
is probably 11th century (Burgess, ASWI, viii, 1–3); B�� �ar�r’s v�v in 
Ahmadabad, which bears a Sanskrit inscription equivalent to A.D. 1499 
and an Arabic one of  8 Jum�d� I 906/30 Nov. 1500, has ornament 
very similar to that of  the tracery in the niches of  the minarets of  local 
mosques. The v�v at Adalaj (Burgess, op. cit., 10–13) is cruciform, with 
three main � ights down to the � rst landing. Other v�vs occur scattered 
throughout Gujarat from Baroda northwards; one of  these, at Mandva 
on the left bank of  the Vatruk river, is of  peculiar construction, having 
a brick circular shaft with chambers in three storeys on one side reached 
by spiral stairs within the wall of  the shaft itself.

The Northern Indian b��ol�s are not dated; that at the darg�h of  
Ni��m al-D�n is said (Sayyid A�mad Kh�n, Ath�r al-�an�d�d, Lucknow 
edition 1900, 42) to have been built by the shaykh (636–725/1238–1325) 
himself, and it is probable that other examples date from the same 
approximate period.

Canals*

Canals were certainly known in India before Muslim times, but there 
was a great extension of  their use in the early Delhi Sultanate, certainly 
under Ghiy�th D�n Tughluq and his son Mu�ammad b. Tughluq (some 
details in the anonymous S�rat-i F�r�z Sh�h�, ms. Bankipore, 159–61). 
The canal systems were greatly expanded under F�r�z Sh�h of  the 
Tughluq dynasty, the best known man-made example being his west 
Yamuna canal (later re-excavated and re-aligned under Sh�hjah�n); 
“man-made” is used here because former river-beds, cleared of  silt, 
which might � ll up during the annual rains, were in use as natural 
canals. The man-made canals were of  two classes, “perennial” and 
“inundation”, the former drawing off  water from a river at about low-
water level, sometimes with the help of  a weir (although this may reduce 

* “Nahr, 2. In Muslim India,” EI, VII, 909–10.
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the water-supply lower downstream); inundation canals take water from 
rivers at a level considerably higher than the normal low-water level, 
and consequently provide water only in the ice-melt and � ood seasons, 
say from May to September.

The essential purpose of  canals in India was for irrigation (few are 
navigable to any great extent), the intention of  which was to bring 
larger areas under cultivation and thereby engender more revenue to 
the state; private construction of  canals was therefore encouraged, and 
jurists decreed that the constructor was entitled to �aqq-i shirb as 10% 
of  the gross produce; if  the canal had been constructed by the state on 
the sul
�n’s behalf, then the sul
�n’s �aqq-i shirb went into his own privy 
purse. Shams al-Sir�j �Af�f, Ta�r�kh-i F�r�z Sh�h�, Bibl. Ind. ed., 129–30, 
gives details of  these rulings, which have been ably interpreted by I.H. 
Qureshi, The administration of  the sultanate of  Dehli, Karachi 1958, Appx. 
G. The development of  agriculture by irrigation and other means was 
regarded as so important by Mu�ammad b. Tughluq that he brought 
it under a special ministry, the d�w�n-i am�r-i k�h� (�iy�� al-D�n Baran�, 
Ta�r�kh-i F�r�z Sh�h�, Bibl. Ind. ed., passim, see Index.)

Other important canals constructed in the days of  Muslim rule were 
the east Yamuna canal of  the early 18th century, F�r�z Sh�h’s Sutlej 
canal, the Mughal inundation-canals taken from the upper Ravi, the 
Khanwa in the Indus delta, and many more. The original works are 
now hard to trace, since they have been incorporated in a vast extension 
of  canal resources made in British times. A comprehensive account of  
these works is in Imperial gazetteer of  India, iii, 326–54; see also O.H.K. 
Spate, India and Pakistan: A general and regional geography, London 1954, 
204–8, 465–77. �Al� Mard�n Kh�n’s canal, which took water for the 
Red Fort at Delhi, tapped the Yamuna some 100 km. upstream.

Towers*

The word burj in Urd�, whence it has spread into other languages of  
India, means always ‘tower’ or ‘bastion’, including those towers on the 
walls of  forti� ed palaces whose function is decorative and residential 
rather than functional in any military sense, those bastions which, 
taking the form of  a protuberance in the trace, may in fact include 

* “Burj, III. The tower in Islamic architecture in India,” EI, I, 1221–4.
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several tower-like buttresses, and also those massive bastions within 
the enceinte, built after the introduction of  cannon, as mountings for 
heavy pieces of  ordnance.

Delhi

The earliest Muslim invaders had found a land already well provided 
with forti� ed works, of  which Hindu India had a long tradition which 
remained active later wherever Islam had not spread; their earliest static 
military enterprise was the occupation and modi� cation of  existing 
works. In Delhi, for example, it was the old fort of  Prithv�r�ja Chauh�n, 
Qil�a R�y Pithor�, which was garrisoned � rst by Muslim troops, and 
within the citadel of  which (L�lk	t) the earliest Indian mosque, named 
Quwwat al-Isl�m, was erected in 587/1191 by Qu�b al-D�n Aybak. 
The curtain here is � anked by closely spaced towers, defended by a 
broad ditch, with gates set in the re-entrant angles of  powerful bastions 
formedby a bulge in the trace with several small counterfort towers. 
Most of  the standing forti� cation is probably of  the period of  �Al�� al-
D�n Khalj�, c. 704/1304 (Beglar, ASIR IV, 1874), probably following the 
trace of  the Hindu work; the towers are for the most part counterforts 
of  shallow projection. The walls of  �Al�� al-D�n’s newer capital S�r� 
were built at about the same time to the north-east of  the old capital 
(Campbell, Notes on the history and topography of  the ancient cities of  Delhi, in 
JASB, xxxv, I [1866] argues that S�r� was the name given to the ‘Qutb 
citadel’, i.e., L�lk	t, and that the site now generally accepted as S�r� was 
built by Bahl	l L	d� in the 16th century; this is convincingly refuted 
by Cunningham, ASIR I, 1871); some stretches of  walling remain, with 
semicircular battered bastions spaced about a bow-shot apart, capped 
like the walls with merlons, and with a continuous chemin de ronde sup-
ported on an arched gallery. The principles employed are similar in 
the new capital, Tughluq�b�d, built in 720–3/1321–3 by Ghiy�th D�n 
Tughluq, and its appendage �
dil�b�d built by Mu�ammad b. Tughluq 
in c. 725/1325: the walls of  both, of  rubble core faced with rough 
quartzite ashlar, are punctuated with strongly projecting semicircular 
bastions, and these and the walls, both of  which are strongly battered, 
have three tiers of  defence consisting of  external gallery, main mural 
gallery, and battlements, the latter with two ranks of  loopholes. The 
rock outcrop below the wall trace is scarped, over which is a bolster 
plinth faced with masonry to the base of  the wall proper, forming both 
a continuous buttress and a protection against sapping. The bastions 
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are most closely spaced around the citadel. Gates open between two 
bastions, and are often defended by barbicans. �
dil�b�d is defended 
further by a bailey and outer wall. Within many of  the towers are the 
remains of  grain silos. The tomb of  Ghiy�th al-D�n forms a strong 
forti� ed outwork to the south of  Tughluq�b�d, with similar bastions 
except for the absence of  an outer gallery.

Besides �
dil�b�d, Mu�ammad b. Tughluq formed yet another ‘city 
of  Delhi’ with the building of Jah�npan�h (725/1325), the walls of  
which enclosed the ground between Qil�a R�y Pithor� and S�r�; these 
have semicircular counterfort bastions similar to those of  �
dil�b�d, 
though without the external gallery, and are at one point interrupted 
by a dam and sluice, called S�t Pul�h, obviously to retain water within 
the walls for the use of  the defenders.

This reign saw the Delhi diaspora and the transfer of  the capital 
to Devagiri in the Deccan, renamed Daulatabad. The three lines of  
defences between the pass and the acropolis consist of  walls with 
regularly spaced battering round bastions, projecting less than in the 
contemporary northern work, and without exterior galleries. Bastions 
round the gates are larger and of  greater projection, some being of  
the form of  a half ellipse; a succession of  rounded bastions forms a 
hornwork with two courts where the city is entered over the lower 
moat. The many modi� cations made during the Bahman� period are 
referred to below.

F�r�z Sh�h Tughluq was responsible for building yet another ‘Delhi’, 
his new capital of  F�r�z�b�d (755–71/1354–70), which was later sacked 
by T�m�r and of  which no traces remain beyond his citadel, or k�tl�, 
much ruined. Walls and towers here have a strong batter; the towers 
are semicircular, and it is probable that they were crowned with open 
kiosks (chhatr�s). Traces of  low barbicans outside the gates have angle 
towers of  smaller dimensions, presumably for the use of  sentries. The 
contemporary complex housing the Qadam-i Shar�f, which, protected 
by its sanctity, escaped the T�m�rid sack, is protected by a strong bas-
tioned curtain which shows the principles of  F�r�z’s forti� cation better 
than the ruined k�tl�: walls and towers have lost the bolster plinth, and 
defence against sapping is effected by small box-machicolations. Many 
buildings of  this period, especially tombs and darg�hs, are contained 
within forti� ed enclosures. At this time the burj is developed as an 
ornamental feature: mosque enclosures and ��dg�h walls regularly show 
angle and end bastions, capped by circular or square chhatr�s or by low 
domes, always with the typical batter, which is imitated in those purely 
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decorative buttresses, where the slope is carried up into a guldasta � nial, 
which � ank the gates of  F�r�z’s mosques in Delhi (Begampur�, Khirk�, 
Sanjar, Kal�n Masjids), of  which echoes occur in the L	d� buildings at 
Delhi, and in Jaunpur and elsewhere. F�r�z Sh�h Tughluq is known to 
have restored many of  the buildings of  his predecessors, and, though he 
speaks of  having restored the towers of  the tomb built by Iletmish—i.e., 
the tomb of  Abu’l-Fat� Ma�m�d N�ir al-D�n at Malikpur—it is prob-
able, from the style, that the corner towers are, at least in their upper 
stages, F�r�z’s work.

It seems that the later Tughluqs and the “Sayyids” created no 
new forti� ed works, except that it is recorded that Mub�rak Sh�h in 
824/1421 replaced the walls of  Lahore, destroyed by T�m�r, by a mud 
fort. His own tomb (836/1433), however, lies in the forti� ed complex 
of  the small town of  Mub�rak�b�d, yet another “city of  Delhi”, where 
the towers are small but otherwise differ little from preceding patterns. 
Sikandar L	d� is said to have built a fort at Agra in 908/1502; but 
there had already been a fortress here, and the present fort is the work 
of  Akbar, and it is thus dif� cult to assess how much of  the trace is due 
to Sikandar.

The Deccan

Here again there were many forti� ed Hindu works which the Mus-
lims found and later occupied, and to some extent modi� ed even in 
their earlier years. Their � rst original production seems to have been 
at Gulbarga, where the thick (16 m.) walls are doubled, with towers 
on the inner curtain. All towers are very solidly built, of  semicircular 
form; many have barbettes added later for the use of  artillery, and 
this modi� cation is to be attributed to the �
dil Sh�h�s of  Bijapur, 
since an inscription on the K�l� pah�r Burj claims that in 1066/1655 
“Mu�ammad . . . rebuilt every burj, wall and gate” (Haig, EIM, 1907–8). 
Within the enceinte, on high ground, stands a large isolated masonry 
bastion, the mounting for a large piece of  ordnance. In Bidar, already 
a Bahman� outpost, whither the capital was transferred by A�mad 
Sh�h al-Wal�, there had been a double line of  K�katiya forti� cations 
in 722/1322 (��y� al-D�n Barn�, Ta�r�kh-i F�r�z Sh�h�, Bibl. Ind., 449) 
when it � rst fell into Muslim hands; in the rebuilding of  832–5/1429–32 
Persian and Turkish engineers are known to have been employed, as in 
a further rebuilding in the time of  Mu�ammad Sh�h III (867–87/1463–
82) by his waz�r Ma�m�d G�w�n, after the introduction of  gunpowder 
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in the Deccan. The older round bastion is largely superseded by the 
polygonal variety, although some round and square towers remain; large 
trapstone blocks with � ne joints in the older work give way to smaller 
rubble set in deeper beds of  mortar in the repairs and restorations. The 
towers are solid at the base, defended by chambers at the same level as 
the curtain battlements and by their own battlements one stage higher; 
like the curtain, they are further defended by heavy box machicolations. 
At the angles of  the irregular trace, and also standing free within the 
enceinte, are large and massive bastions, some of  imported trapstone 
and others of  the local red laterite, built as mountings for heavy pieces 
of  ordnance; these may be, as in the Kaly�n� Burj, defended by two or 
more successive machicolated curtains, and may provide room for the 
accommodation of  a large number of  troops. The walls of  Bidar town 
are of  the Bar�d Sh�h� period (built 962–5/1555–8); the 37 bastions 
include the massive Mund� Burj of  two defended stages, approached 
by steps built on the back wall of  the bastion itself, which mounted a 
long-range gun. The disposition of  the bastions is here, as in the case of  
the fort curtain, variable: they are closest at those points in the curtain 
most vulnerable to attack. The Chaub�ra in Bidar town, presumed to 
be part of  A�mad Sh�h’s defences, is a tall conical watchtower, 23 m. 
high, commanding a view of  the entire plateau and lowlands, with a 
massive circular plinth with guard-rooms and an internal stairway.

There was much activity in the construction of  military works in the 
Deccan in the heyday of  the Bahman� dynasty; Daulatabad, Bijapur, 
Gawilgarh, Elichpur, Narnala, Parenda, Naldurg, Panhala, Warangal, 
Golkonda, Mudgal, Raichur, etc. At Daulatabad the old defences were 
strengthened and heightened, in smaller stone or brick, and one striking 
example of  this is the building up of  a bastion in the second court of  
the entrance hornwork by � lling in the old embrasures, which were the 
same height as those of  the curtain, adding a high upper storey while 
maintaining the batter of  the walls, and building a projecting arcaded 
oriel supported on corbels of  re-utilized Hindu work as a further watch 
chamber. There are thus two upper defensive chambers, pierced with 
embrasures for small cannon, over the solid base. At Parenda—like most 
Deccan forts, attributed by local tradition to Ma�m�d G�w�n but in 
fact probably earlier—the towers on the fausse-braye and curtain are 
defended by heavy bartizans. At Kandahar (ARADAS, 1921–4, 3) are 
circular bastions on the fausse-braye but rectangular bastions on the 
curtain, with inscriptions of  998/1588 giving Turkish names as the 
responsible engineers. At Kalyani polygonal and round towers on 
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the curtain have the merlons replaced by box machicolations on corbels, 
while a conspicuous bastion within the barbican has a mural chamber 
defended by bartizans, with a barbette on the battlements, which have 
two tiers of  loopholes. The old K�kat�ya fort of  Golkonda, ceded to 
the Bahman�s in 766/1364, has three successive curtain walls which 
show a variety of  towers: square, cylindrical, conical, polygonal—the 
mantlet before the citadel gate has a burj in the form of  a half-tetra-
decagon—and scalene, and, on a later enclosure, a ‘nine-lobed’ bas-
tion of  strong projection, each of  whose ‘lobes’ is a quarter-circle on 
the exterior face. This last feature is found also at Naldurg. At Bijapur 
the city walls, of  the time of  �Al� �
dil Sh�h I (completed 973/1565), 
which are of  uneven quality since each noble was responsible for one 
section, have some 96 bastions, mostly semicircular, with embrasures 
protected by stone hoods. Many are later modi� ed to take heavy guns 
(inscriptions of  Mu�ammad and �Al� II), one, the Farang� or T�b�t 
Burj built to accommodate several large jinj�ls. On high ground, well 
within the walls, is the �pr� or �aydar Burj, a massive cavalier oval 
in plan and some 24 m. high, built (insc. 992/1583) to mount a large 
(over 9 m. long, 15 cm. bore) piece of  ordnance. The Sherza Burj, one 
of  the largest, is built out from the curtain, to which it is connected by 
a broad passage forming a ‘head and neck’.

Later forti� cations in the Deccan, constructed or rebuilt during 
the Mar�th� supremacy, generally follow the patterns of  the Muslim 
period.

Mughal period

B�bur’s conquest in 932/1526 brought no new style of  building in 
its early days, although his interest in the Hindu fortress of  Gwalior 
communicated itself  to his successors who developed the palace-fort 
par excellence. His son Hum�y�n began yet another city of  Delhi, called 
D�npan�h, but this was razed by the Afghan usurper Sh�r Sh�h, who 
commenced building his own capital of  which now little but the citadel 
remains, constructed on a site identi� ed with the ancient Indraprastha 
and known as the Old Fort (Pur�n� Qil�a, Qil�a-i Kuhn�). The walls 
and widely spaced bastions of  the trapezoidal trace are of  roughly 
coursed rubble, while the gates, each � anked by two strongly projecting 
bastions, are of  � ne polychrome ashlar. The towers are semicircular, 
solid to a height of  5 m., with several tiers of  superposed rooms and 
galleries, with small box machicolations; one gate has an internal 
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machicoulis, a rare feature in India. Hum�y�n’s re-occupation of  the 
Pur�n� Qil�a added nothing, and Mughal building of  forts starts with 
Akbar. Sikandar L	d�’s fort at Agra had fallen into ruin, and was razed 
and rebuilding started in 972/1564. There are semicircular bastions on 
the inner and outer curtains, the same height as the walls; the inner 
ring is much higher than the outer, reaching 30 m. Outer and inner 
bastions are concentric, and both have crenellated battlements defended 
by two or more ranks of  loopholes, some protected by stone hoods for 
downward � ring. The inner Delhi Gate on the west is defended by two 
magni� cent half-octagonal bastions, with a blind arcade at ground-� oor 
level � nely decorated with marble and polychrome ashlar, a wide arch 
in each face on the � rst � oor with an exterior balcony, and a defended 
chamber above with two ranks of  loopholes. The battlements above 
have some merlons equipped with stone hoods, and others are pierced. 
Each of  these towers is topped by a chhatr�. The work throughout the 
walling is in red sandstone ashlar over a rubble core. Akbar’s new city 
(979/1571) of  Fatehpur Sikri is undistinguished in its forti� cation: the 
outer single curtain is incomplete, and its half-round bastions are sim-
ply bulges in the trace. The citadel was enclosed rather than forti� ed, 
though boasts one large bastion, the Sangin Burj, semi-octagonal with 
an internal hall, for a guard which was probably ceremonial rather 
than defensive. The new city was soon abandoned, and Akbar moved 
back to Agra, which was later occupied by his son Jah�ng�r. From 
his time presumably dates the Muthamman Burj (later called Saman 
[‘Jasmine’] Burj), a half-octagon projecting on the river side of  the 
fort surmounting a semicircular buttress; it is of  two storeys with open 
arcades on each face, with � ne pietra dura decoration. Some of  this 
work is probably of  the time of  Sh�hjah�n, whose principal buildings 
were, however, at Delhi and Lahore. The New Fort at Delhi (L�l Qil�a) 
was commenced in 1048/1638 and completed within ten years. The 
nearly rectangular trace has semicircular bastions at regular intervals, 
defended by one tier of  loopholes at about half  their height and by 
two rows in the battlements; the merlons are decorated by cusping. 
Each tower is surmounted by a chhatr�. Similar towers on the barbi-
cans are of  the time of  Aurangz�b. The north and south bastions on 
the river front are larger, two storeys in height above the level of  the 
courtyard, crowned by chhatr�s (Sh�h Burj, Asad Burj); between them is 
a larger half-octagon, the Muthamman Burj, originally known also as 
Burj-i �il� on account of  a gilded copper dome; the � ve sides which 
overlook the river are � lled with marble screens. Lahore Fort, built by 
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Akbar at about the same time as Agra Fort (Abu ’l-Fazl, ���n-i Akbar�, 
Blochmann’s trans., i, 538) has a similar Sh�h Burj, also called Muth-
amman Burj, insc. showing completion 1041/1631–2, of  great size (45 
m. diameter). Manucci in his Storia do Mogor says of  these works: ‘At 
each place [Delhi, Agra, Lahore] there is a great bastion named the 
Xaaburg [Sh�h Burj] . . . they are domed and have architectural adorn-
ments of  curious enamel work, with many precious stones. Here the 
King holds many audiences for selected persons, and from it [sic] he 
views the elephant � ghts . . .’ (Irvine’s trans., ii, 463). Certainly also the 
Muthamman Burj in Delhi was used for the emperor’s daily darshan 

(ceremonial showing himself  to the people).
These Mughal burjs had no pretence of  being forti� ed works, and thus 

what started as a grim military work was transformed into a vehicle for 
Mughal art. The walls of  Sh�hjah�n’s Delhi were bastioned, certainly; 
but these were so rebuilt in the British period that it is not possible to 
recapture the Mughal arrangements.

Chhatris*

The chhatr� (from the diminutive of  the Skt. chhattra = ‘umbrella’) usu-
ally refers to a small, canopied structure placed at the junctions of  the 
chemin de ronde of  a forti� cation, or as decorative elements at roof  level 
on mosque, tomb or other building, or as simple cover of  an inhuma-
tion less imposing than a tomb proper. In certain architectural styles (e.g. 
Bengal, Malwa) the chhatr� may cover a minbar or, as in the Red Fort in 
Delhi, may serve as a baldachino intended as the ruler’s seat.

The earliest uses seem to be in forti� cation, where a chhatr� at the 
angles of  a wall-walk affords protection from the elements for the 
guard; heavy domed rooms, with almost solid sides, often as the upper 
part of  a burj. The best existing example is in the corner towers of  the 
forti� ed Khirk� mosque in Delhi (Yamamoto et al., Architectural remains of  

the Delhi sultanate period, 3 vols. Tokyo 1967, ii, Pl. M.7); by the time of  
the forti� ed Qadam-i Shar�f, the chhatr� has assumed its characteristic 
form of  a domed canopy supported on four strong pillars, with heavy 
protecting eaves (Yamamoto, op. cit., ii, Pl. 0.8); thereafter it continues 
as a regular feature, on four, six or even eight supports, on buildings 

* “Mi�alla, 5. In Indo-Islamic architecture,” EI, VII. 194–5.
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of  the Delhi Sultanate, whence it spreads to most of  the provincial 
styles. Among the earliest royal tombs at Delhi are the chhatr�s over the 
graves of  Rukn al-D�n F�r�z Sh�h and Mu�izz al-D�n Bahr�m Sh�h at 
Malikpur outside the complex known as Sul��n Gh�r� (S.A.A. Naqvi, 
Sultan Ghari, Delhi, in AI, iii [1947]). There are sporadic uses of  the 
chhatr� in the “Sayyid” and L	d� periods as a sort of  lantern crowning 
the dome of  a tomb, e.g. in the “P	t�” of  the “D�d�-P	t�” complex 
near �auz Kh�, the tomb of  Mub�rak Sh�h in Mub�rakpur, and 
(according to old illustrations) in the tomb of  Sh�r Sh�h in Sasaram 
(H.H. Cole, Preservation of  national monuments. Report for . . . 1882–3, Cal-
cutta 1883, two Pls.; also in J. Ferguson, History of  Indian and eastern 

architecture, London 1876, Ill. 288; this was later replaced, by a British 
engineer, with an incongruous heavy stone kala�a-and-�malaka � nial). In 
L	d� times the pillars supporting the dome become much thinner (e.g. 
in the Jah�z Ma�all at Mehraul� in south Delhi; Yamamoto, op. cit., ii, 
Pl. O.22), and this tendency persists into the Mughal period. Chhatr�s 
are used with great freedom on all roofs, and with the reintroduction 
of  the minaret under the Mughals, invariably form its topmost storey, 
or crown corner turrets as in the tomb of  I�tim�d ad-Daula in Agra, or 
the tomb of  M�rz� Muq�m Abu’l Man�r Kh�n (�afdar Jang) in Delhi. 
In Akbar’s tomb at Sikandra, outside Agra, is � rst seen the expedient of  
uniting two chhatr�s at the corners of  the building under one common 
projecting eaves-pent, leading to the common Mughal practice of  a 
string of  conjoined chhatr�s, as a feature above doorways, etc.: a row of  
seven above the Lahaur� gate of  Delhi Fort, thirteen surmounting the 
central arch of  the Buland Darw�za in Fatehpur Sikri, eleven over both 
front and rear elevations of  the ornamental gateway to the T�j Ma�all, 
nine over the central arch on each face of  the tomb of  “�afdar Jang”, 
which is directly modelled on the T�j gateway, etc. The cupola over the 
baldachino (nash�man-i ill-i Il�h� ) in the d�w�n-i ��mm in the Red Fort 
of  Delhi is unusual in having a “Bengali” roof  with curved cornices, 
an innovation made popular in Sh�hjah�n’s reign.
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